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V-TR900-FV1 / V-RC900-FVA4
Ultra Miniature Wireless 900MHz FM Video Transmitter And Receiver
The V-TR900-FV1 and the V-RC900-FVA4 are wireless FM  transmitter and receiver pair that operate on a
900MHz frequency.  The FM format allows these units to broadcast and receive crystal clear pictures for  up to
700* feet.  The FM format also allows the signal to pass through walls, this makes these units ideal for wireless
baby monitoring or other applications where using a hard line is not practical.  The V-TR900-FV1 measures an
ultra miniature 9/16”W x 1 3/8”L x 3/8” thick.  The transmitter can operate on a 9V battery for up to 4 hours.  The
V-RC900-FVA1 operates on 15VDC, 350mA and measures 7 1/2”W x 1 3/8”H x 5 1/4”D. 

V-VL2122
V-RC900-FVA4

Send Audio Video and Power 1000ft. on a single Coax Cable
The V-VL2122 is a product that can send Audio, NTSC Video and Power over a single RG59 coax cable.  It
works with both color and B/W cameras and monitors.  It is ideal for monitoring areas where no power is avail-
able to operate a camera.  

On the monitor side, the viewer part of the unit uses 18 to 24VDC (depending on length of coax).  This voltage
will go across the coax cable and the unit will output 12VDC on the sender side.  Both the sender unit and the
monitor unit has BNC connectors for the audio and video inputs and outputs.  The units measure 2 inches wide
and 2.5 inches long each with screw holes for any permanent mounting application.  Unit comes complete with
power supply, sender and receiver units and users manual.
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